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1 degree Aquarius

The Angels of Sharpening
Also known as
The Angels of

Frasis
Beloved,
We are the first order of angels in the constellation Aquarius.
In the previous constellation, Capricorn initiated the quantum field
into practical
Divine Will for the highest good of all concerned, manifesting
through the element of Earth and the five senses, memory and
logic.
Capricorn opened receptivity to Omnipotent Divine Will for the
highest
good of all on earth. This receptivity operates on all four levels of
being-will, thought, emotions, and sensations.
Where Capricorn works through receptivity or magnetism of Divine
Will on earth,

Aquarius, however, is Omnipotent Divine Will working through the
element of fire and air, or will and mind receptivity or magnetism.
Aquarius is receptive to Omnipotent DIVINE WILL on the first two
brain wave levels of Delta and Theta, or being-will and thought.
On the next two lower levels, however, Aquarius is electric.
Aquarius takes what is received on the spiritual and mental levels
and creates on the levels of emotions and sensations.
On the level of water and earth, Aquarius is therefore a creator.
Aquarius consciously creates divine flowing emotions and
sensations to express Divine Will received from deep inner thought.
In the ancient act of sharpening a sacred blade, focus of deep inner
thought and intent had to be perfected.
The slightest movement of the hand, or wavering emotion, could
cause imperfections in the blade.

So remember that Capricorn is completely magnetic, receptive and
therefore feminine on all four levels.
Aquarius, however, is receptive, magnetic and feminine in will and
thought, and then turns creative, electric and masculine in
emotions and sensations.
It is the Divine Plan that Heaven manifest on Earth and fulfill the
law, As above, so below.
This is the meaning of letter F, which is the divine virtue of the
legality of harmony in all visible worlds, the worlds of being-desire,
thought, emotions, and sensations.This virtue shines with a light
green-yellow light.
This virtue teaches the importance of manifesting divine original
will for the highest good of all on every level.

In Aquarius, we inspire people to develop such sharp receptivity to
Divine Will that their mind is focused,
sharp, and filled with ingenious thoughts and ideas,
which they use to create the highest good of all concerned in
emotions and sensations.
Receptivity to inner guidance from Divine Will is the virtue of letter
R, which shines with a beautiful golden light.
In this way we have taught mankind how to sharpen things.
First man learned how
to sharpen knives and axes, then, as time went on, he learned how
to cut stones and gems.
Instruments necessary for sharpening and cutting, such as the
whetstone,
have reached their modern perfection due to our inspiration.

We protect and inspire everyone who has anything to do with the art
of cutting, sharpening, and grinding.

Learning skills to sharpen cutting edges is analogous to
learning skills
to sharpen the mind and intellect through receptivity to
Divine Will.
In the Orient, when a spiritual warrior was ready to
develop neurocircuitry
for the type of focus that leads to personal genius and

power,
his teacher would guide him to master the ancient way
of sharpening his own sword,
upon which his life and the lives of those he protected
would
depend.
The teacher would help his student realize that every
thought and emotion
either aids or distracts from creating a keen edge on
the blade, just as it
aids or distracts from being in harmony with divine
qualities
and virtues that lead to mastery of karma.
In this way, magical properties were impregnated into
the metal
that the sword or blade was made of, and miracles
resulted.
The intent to create a sharp edge is similar to having the intent to
attune to the original purity of all ideas in Divine Mind, the virtue of
A, shining with a light blue light.
By cutting away imperfect ideas, a person perceives the original
divine blueprints of perfection.
Cutting away imperfection is the virtue of umlaut A, ae.
The skills of sharpening blades help in honing the mind to cleanly
cut through
all imperfection on a physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual
level of awareness that is in the way of any undertaking or divine
understanding.
Cutting away all that is not the highest good and releasing it for
change into another state
is the virtue that controls negative situations, beings, emotions,
thoughts,
and desires. It shines with a loamy brown light and the anus is
made from it.
In the physical act of sharpening, the brain develops neurocircuits
and
chemicals that foster intense focus and will.
This is the type of focus that cuts through all distraction and
obscurity.
Therefore, the act of sharpening fosters complex insight, visioning,
and goal setting.
Intense sharp focus on divine willpower for the highest good of all
that penetrates creation
is another virtue that awakens the ability to create
a perfect cutting edge in metal. This virtue awakens control of self
and others in miraculous ways.
This is divine virtue of letter S. It shines with a purple red light.
Through keen conscience, memory, and remembrance, a Child of
Light learns to master cause and effect.
In sharpening a cutting edge, every thought and emotions can

result in slight movements in muscle tension
which result either in dulling or perfecting the cutting edge.
The mastery of cause and effect is the divine virtue of letter I, which
shines with a light opalescent light.
All penetrating Divine Will for the highest good of all concerned is
meditated on while sharpening a blade.
This virtue is impregnated into the blade itself.
In this way the blade is sacred, all powerful, and is only used for
the highest good of all
making only good karma for those who use it.
All penetrating will is the divine virtue of the second S in Frasis.
MIRACLES

Meditate on the divine virtues in our name, to use the skill of
sharpening as a path to enlightenment.

Frasis
FThe first letter of our name is the divine virtue representing the
legality and harmony of all visible worlds in creation in both the
microcosm of the human body and the macrocosm.
By using this virtue, a person comes to know legality as the most
perfect harmony, and furthermore, to see the operation and the
laws of analogy of the macro- and microcosm in their truest form.
In the intellect, this virtue gives complete understanding of the
interdependence of will, thought, emotion, and form.
The color of this virtue is light green; it is the earth element so it
has the sensation of weight.It has the musical note of F-sharp and
the left hand is formed from it.
RThe sound of the letter R is the sound of freedom and
independence.This is the virtue of following inner guidance, which
is a persons direct connection with Divine Providence.
On a mental level this gives an eminent mind, and emotions of
freedom
of will and absolute security that is in complete accord with Divine
Providence. On an emotional and physical level, the virtue of
freedom
and independence awakens ingenuity and a rational widening of
intellect, so that any knowledge can be comprehended quickly.
The letter R is a golden color, is of the air element and has the

sensation of ease, has the musical note of C, and is the virtue from
which the left side of the nose was created. In meditating on this
virtue, imagine the golden light radiating from the left nostril and
filling your entire universe with the virtue of freedom,
independence, and clear inner guidance.

A..wisdom and enlightenment, mystical faculties, attunement to the
original purity of all ideas in Divine Mind.
AThe realization of wishes regarding physical matter is subjected to
this virtue.
The sound of this letter, the long A, ae, in the cosmic language is
the virtue of the origin and mystery of life and death regarding their
transformation.
By meditating on this virtue, a child of God becomes
convinced that in reality death does not exist, for the so-called
death
is only a transformation from one state into another.
Also will come enlightenment on the cause of this transformation.
With this comes the ability to master all negative spiritual beings in
all spheres and planes
with regard to their scope of action.
The purpose for which negative beings have been created becomes
clear.
Since, in the original principle all beings are alike, each
having been created by Divine Providence to fulfill a certain task,
there is no dissimulation of negative beings, for from the
enlightened
persons point of view everything is pure. Here the saying:
"to the pure one everything is pure" becomes plain. If there were
no negative beings,
it would be impossible to distinguish between good and evil;
and if there were no passions, there would also be no virtues.
This virtue confirms the words contained in the Bible: "through
night to light",
the deep symbolic meaning of which now becomes clear.
In the intellect the ability is gained to see through all thoughts,
actions and wishes concerning matter,
and of becoming their absolute master.
In the emotions, this virtue represents desires, passions, and the
inclination to self-satisfaction etc.
A person who masters this virtue

in their emotions becomes absolute master and ruler of all desires
and passions.
Also, a person is able to not cling to mental, emotional, and
material virtues and objects.
This means complete independence and freedom and fulfills the
saying
"bind yourself and you will be free".
On the material level this virtue is one of the most materialized.
No matter whether you evoke it in the mind, the emotions, the
akasha, or
the material world, the earth is influenced by it to a larger extent.
The ability to infuse matter with divine virtues is heightened.
The color of this virtue is loamy brown. The musical note is C. The
element is earth so it has the sensation of weight. The anus is
formed from this virtue.
SThis sound is the sound of all-penetrating-power. It has to do with
everything
regarding enthusiasm and the absolute mastery of will.
This is the most subtle substance of the divine spirit, i.e., with
the original divine will or fire which works as a substantial power in
everything
that has been created by Divine Providence.
A child of God using this divine virtue attains the spiritual gift of
perfect mastery over the electrical fluid, which is the use of will,
and is able to control everything analogous to will.
A state of clairvoyance in its purest form and perfect control over
other beings
is gained by this virtue in the emotional nature.
The color of this virtue is purple red, its musical note is G-sharp, it
is the fire element of will and so it has the sensation of warmth,
and the gall bladder is the part of the body that is formed by it.
IThe sound of this letter is the virtue of cause and effect, which is
the karma law.
On the mental level, this is analogous to memory, remembrance and
conscience.
In the feeling body, this corresponds to the astral/physical matrix,
which is the connection between emotions and physical form, with
all of its functions.
On the material world, everything that has shape, measure,
number and weight can be understood and mastered with this
virtue.
The color of this virtue is light opal, the musical note is G, the
element is earth so it has the sensation of weight, and the left
kidney is created by this oscillation.
SAll penetrating will.
Miracles

Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from
THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

******************

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law over all laws in all
dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are healed.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
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